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As part of the project to increase the speed of the Shinkansen to a

maximum of 360 km/h, various types of research and development

and tests are being conducted.  With regard to earthquakes, the basic

goal is to create measures that will keep the increase of potential risks

of higher speeds within the allowable range, but in the past a method

to assess those risks was not established.  Therefore, our goal was to

create a methodology that would allow the quantitative assessment of

risks during earthquakes for the entire Shinkansen system.  To that

end, we developed an earthquake impact assessment methodology

that combined the following assessment parameters:  Seismicity

models along the Shinkansen lines; operational stability of cars during

earthquakes; the earthquake-resistance of viaducts; the warning

performance of earthquake early detection systems; etc.  We also

created application software based on the methodology we

developed, so that risk assessment calculations can be conducted

efficiently on PCs and so the results can be represented visually.

Conventionally, the safety of railroads with regard to earthquakes has

been evaluated according to the scale of the seismic movement at

various points along lines and the scale of damage to lines and

structures by seismic movement.  The Shinkansen has an early

detection system for earthquakes that allows it to be warned before

the main seismic movement reaches the tracks, however, because it

operates at such high speeds it requires more time and distance to

stop its trains after an earthquake detection warning is received.

Therefore, in order to accurately evaluate the earthquake risks to

which Shinkansen trains are exposed, conventional offline

methodology that is based on point information is insufficient.

Developments to estimate seismic movement and damage on a planar

scale, and online (real time) system control assessment methodology

are required.

Also, conventionally, earthquake safety is often discussed based on

specific scenarios, such as, "If an earthquake with a magnitude of x.x

should occur directly under city X, then...."  It goes without saying

that with respect to important social infrastructure such as the

Shinkansen that ranges over such a wide area, risk assessment with a

greater scope is important.

In the development of our present Earthquake Impact Assessment

System, we have constructed an evaluation methodology that takes

into consideration these characteristics of the Shinkansen.  Below we

describe the various evaluation elements that make up the Shinkansen

Earthquake Impact Assessment System that we have developed.

2.1 Seismicity Model

"Seismicity" indicates the magnitude and frequency of earthquakes in

areas of the earth's surface that have been divided into appropriate

sectors.  In general, the magnitude of earthquakes, M, and the

frequency of earthquakes, N, with a hypocenter in a given sector is

such that the larger the earthquake the lower the frequency.  This

relation is represented by the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) equation

below.

N M a bM

In this equation, a and b are non-negative constants that represent

seismicity and they differ depending on the sector.

Figure 1 1) shows the occurrence of earthquakes in and around Japan.

As this figure shows, there are differences in the seismicity depending

on the region.  With regard to the areas along which the JR East

Shinkansen lines operate, the area where seismicity is the greatest is
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the band along the Pacific coast.

The "seismicity model" uses earthquake observation

record data such as that in Figure 1 and the

aforementioned GR equation to estimate the

frequency of the maximum to minimum earthquakes

that are predicted for each hypocenter area.  Our

system uses the typical commercial seismicity model

RiskLinkR (OYO RMS Corporation) as its risk analysis

tool.

RiskLinkR is made up of three models:  A planar

hypocenter model that is used for gigantic

earthquakes that occur along plate boundaries; a

linear hypocenter model that is used for active faults;

and a random earthquake area hypocenter model that

is used for seismicity within plates that are neither

gigantic earthquakes caused by plate boundaries nor

active faults.  These represent seismicity by the

hypocenter location coordinates, magnitudes and

frequency for a total of 49,282 earthquake scenarios

that cover all of Japan.  Figure 2 shows outline

drawings of the three hypocenter models used by

RiskLinkR.

2.2 Propagation of Seismic Movement

The greater the magnitude of an earthquake and the

closer the hypocenter and the point where the

seismic movement is being observed, the greater the
Fig. 1: Occurrence of Earthquakes In and Around Japan

Fig. 2: RiskLink's R three Hypocenter Models
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size of the tremors (seismic movement) caused by earthquakes.

"Range attenuation equations" use this relationship to predict the size

of seismic movement at the observation point.

Many researchers have proposed many different range attenuation

equations so far, and correspondingly we applied that from the

research conducted by Molas, et al 2).  This equation is based on

research that led to the attenuation relations of seismic activities

calculated from a great deal of Japanese earthquake observation data

using the type 87 accelerated strong-motion seismograph that is said

to be superior to conventional accelerometers.  The equation is as

shown below.

b b M b r b r b h c

In this equation y is the measured value of ground motion (maximum

acceleration (PGA) or SI value), M is the magnitude of the

earthquake, r is the distance from the epicenter, and h is the depth of

the hypocenter.  b b b b and b are regression coefficients, c
i
is

the point coefficient, and is the regression error.  The table below

gives the figures for these.

Here, represents the standard deviation of .

Conventionally, the size of ground motion was usually represented by

the maximum acceleration (PGA: gal value), but recently instrumental

seismic intensity and spectral intensity (SI value) are often used

because they are more accurate at representing the degree of damage

caused by earthquakes.  JR East uses the SI value to determine

whether to restrict operation of trains after earthquakes.

The SI value is the degree defined by the following:

This represents the average value of the 0.1 - 2.5 sec frequency range

of the velocity response spectrum when the attenuation constant  h =

0.2.

2.3 Earthquake Hazards Along Lines

The magnitude and frequency of earthquakes in a given hypocenter

area are determined by the seismicity model and the degree of

ground motion from such earthquakes at the point of observation are

determined by the distance attenuation equation.  Therefore, based

on these, by totaling the effect of earthquakes of all magnitudes from

all hypocenter areas at an observation point, we can estimate the size

and frequency of ground motion at that point.

This type of relation between the size and frequency of ground

motion is referred to as earthquake hazard.  Figure 3 shows an

example of earthquake hazard curves for the Shinkansen that uses SI

values as the seismic movement index.

2.4 Assessment of the Damage to Viaducts during

Earthquakes

During large-scale earthquakes, the structures that support tracks will

be damaged, they will be deformed so that their functions as

structures are impaired and this will affect the operation of trains.  In

order to understand the relationship between ground motion scale (SI

value) and viaduct damage probability (fragility), we analyzed them

using the following procedure.

1) In order to use various representative ground motion that were

actually observed, we used the actual seismic waves used to create

the design ground motion of the "Design Standards for Railroad

Structures, Etc./Description of Earthquake-resistant Design for

Railroad Structures, Etc." (1999) as our sample seismic movements.

We selected a total of eleven waves, four from maritime

earthquakes and seven from inland earthquakes.

2) By using the seismic waves of the sample ground motions as

Fig. 3: Example of Earthquake Hazard Curves
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seeds, we enlarged and reduced the vibration amplitude a certain

factor to create groups of similar ground motions for 19 levels so

that the SI value would equal 10, 15, 20...100 (kine).

3) We selected six types of representative viaducts for evaluation,

giving consideration to such factors as foundations, upper structure

shapes, height of columns, shearing resistance ratios, etc.

4) Numerical models for the frameworks of the viaducts selected were

made.  Static non-linear analyses in the rail direction and at a right

angle to the rails were conducted to evaluate the earthquake

resistance performance (the displacement magnitude limit for each

damage level for yield, maximums, final bending moment,

shearing destruction, etc.).

5) Dynamic response analyses were conducted for the ground motion

time history in both the rail direction and at a right angle to the

rails of the selected viaduct models.  These analyses were

conducted for all ground motion groups created by adjusting the

vibration amplitude of the sample ground motion in 2), and the

maximum response displacement magnitude of the target section

established on the model was calculated.

6) For each ground motion group with the same SI value, the limit

displacement magnitude for each damage level that was evaluated

in 4) above was removed from the maximum displacement

magnitude calculated in 5) above to calculate the sample

distribution of the "logarithmic displacement magnitude rate."  We

estimated that the parent population would follow the normal

distribution to calculate the average of the theoretical distribution

and the standard deviation.  Based on these, the probability that

the logarithmic displacement magnitude probability would be 0 or

greater was calculated as the damage probability for each SI value.

Figure 4 shows an example of a fragility curve for viaduct damage

probability calculated according to the above procedure.

2.5 Stable Operation Assessment of Cars

In order to evaluate the stable operation of Shinkansen cars during

earthquakes, we conducted analyses of car movement simulations

during earthquakes using the same numeric models as in the previous

section.  The conditions of the simulations were as follows.

1) The Shinkansen cars are assumed to be affected by the vibrations

when they are running over a straight section of undistorted track

at a constant speed.

2) The tracks are assumed to be slab tracks that have high rail

supporting rigidity.

3) The vibration conditions were configured so that surface seismic

waves at a right angle to the horizontal or track direction were

Special Edition Paper - 3
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transmitted to the rails through another structure.  The equivalent

unique cyclic range was set at T = 0.3 to 1.5 sec and the

attenuation to h = 0.05.

4) The running stability was judged by the relative horizontal

displacement between the wheels and rails, with the limit being 70

mm.

The analysis procedures were as follows.

1) With regard to the same ground motion groups that were used in

the preceding section, the above conditions were used to conduct

car movement simulations during earthquakes.  The maximum

relative horizontal displacement between cars and rails were

calculated for each case.

2) For each seismic movement group with the same SI value and each

structure with the same equivalent unique cycle, the running

stability limit displacement (70 mm) was subtracted from the

maximum displacement calculated in 2) above to calculate the

standard deviation of "logarithmic displacement probability."  We

estimated that the parent population would follow the normal

distribution to calculate the average of the theoretical distribution

and the standard deviation.  Based on these, the probability that

the logarithmic displacement magnitude probability would be 0 or

greater was calculated as the "running stability limit exceeding

probability" for each SI value and equivalent unique cycle.

Figure 5 shows an example of the calculation results of the running

stability limit exceeding probability calculated according to the above

procedure.

2.6 Warning Properties of the Earthquake Early Detection

System

In order to reduce the damage caused by earthquakes, JR East has

installed earthquake early detection systems (Compact UrEDAS) in all

Shinkansen trains to quickly and automatically bring them to an

emergency stop when earthquakes occur.

There are a number of seismic waves that are produced by

hypocenters, and P waves and S waves are typical.  P waves are

about twice as fast as S waves in the speed they are transmitted, but S

waves have much more energy, and most of the damage caused by

vibrations are caused by S waves.  The vibrations felt from the start of

the P waves to the start of the S waves are called preliminary tremors

and the large vibrations caused by S waves are called principal shock.

The seismographs used for conventional lines only issue warnings

depending on the size of principal shock.  In comparison, the

earthquake early detection system used for the Shinkansen uses the

difference in propagation speed between P waves and S waves to

issue a warning before the principal shock arrives.

As Figure 6 shows, this system currently uses 15 coastal seismographs
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and 47 seismographs along the tracks.  The coastal seismographs are

located in coastal areas with a high degree of seismicity so they can

detect earthquakes at the earliest possible moment.  When the coastal

seismographs and seismographs along the tracks detect preliminary

tremors or principal shock that exceed their preset warning levels,

each seismograph first triggers an automatic warning to bring all trains

running along the sections it is responsible for to an emergency stop,

then, based on the size of the principal shock detected by the

seismographs along the tracks, the need to confirm safety and the

methods (onboard inspection or ground inspection) used are

determined.

As the warning principles described above make clear, the amount of

time from when the earthquake early detection system starts braking

until the arrival of the principal shock will be longer the greater the

distance from the hypocenter.  Conversely, as was described in

section 2.2, distance attenuation of the propagation of ground motion

will cause the ground motion to be smaller the greater the

distance from the hypocenter.  In the Earthquake Impact

Assessment System we have developed, the effectiveness of the

earthquake early detection system is assessed by the scale of

ground motion at each point along the tracks and by calculating

the braking leeway time from the distance between the

hypocenter to the seismographs for all earthquake scenarios

included in the seismicity model.

Note that the PI value is used as the measurement value of the

preliminary tremor.  The Compact UrEDAS uses the inner

product of the earthquake response acceleration vector and the

earthquake response velocity vector of items on the ground.  In

other words, it uses the damage assessment index DI 3) that is

represented by the workload (power) that ground motion

creates during a unit of time.  The maximum P wave component

for one second after the arrival of the P wave is the PI value in

DI.  In order to clarify the P wave earthquake attributes and P

wave measured value (PI value), we created a PI value distance

attenuation equation based on the earthquake observation data

from the earthquake early detection system.  The equation we

came up with is as follows.

PI M r h Mr

We also found that the standard deviation of the error element E

in this equation was 0.45.

2.7 Risk Calculations

The Earthquake Impact Assessment System we developed can

calculate the probability and frequency (number of trains) for

the following five risk phenomena.

A: Train emergency stop

B: Onboard inspection
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Fig. 6: Location of Seismographs of the Earthquake Early Detection System
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C: Ground inspection

D: Exceeding the running stability limit of cars

E: Advance of trains into damaged sections of viaducts

With respect to the combination of an arbitrary track point and an

earthquake attribute (hypocenter location, magnitude), first, equations

(2) and (4) will let us calculate the probability of exceeding the

warning level in a given earthquake, so that the occurrence

probability of phenomena A, B and C can be calculated.  However,

the Shinkansen has the Compact UrEDAS, so that each track point has

one track seismograph and multiple coastal seismograph warnings

controlling it.  Therefore, the occurrence probability for the above

phenomena is calculated for when one of the seismographs exceeds

the warning limit.

With regard to the occurrence probability of phenomenon D, the

probability of each SI value being observed is calculated when data

from an earthquake is provided from equation (2).  This is multiplied

by the running stability limit exceeding probability for cars examined

in section 2.5, and this is calculated by totaling all SI values.

Furthermore, the occurrence probability for phenomenon E is

calculated using the following procedure.

1) With regard to all seismographs related to control of the said track

point, the time it takes for the P waves and S waves of the

earthquake are calculated.

2) From equations (2) and (4), the probability of the warning trigger

in phenomenon A being generated first for the arrival times for

each seismograph and seismic wave (P, S) pair calculated above

are calculated.

3) Based on the warning trigger generation times above, the distance

it takes to stop a train after the arrival of the S wave is calculated.

4) From the damage fragility of viaducts examined in section 2.4 and

equation (2), the average number of damaged viaduct locations

per unit distance for the earthquake is calculated.

5) From 3) and 4) above, the probability of there being at least one

damaged viaduct location in the track section where the train stops

is calculated.

6) By totaling 5) above with all the times calculated in 2) above, the

probability is calculated.

By applying the above calculations to each track point, the

earthquake risks for all Shinkansen lines for a specific earthquake

scenario can be evaluated.  In addition, by multiplying the frequency

of the earthquake scenario with the occurrence probability of

phenomena A to E, then totaling this for all earthquakes and

calculating the expected frequency for each evaluation phenomenon,

we can assess the comprehensive earthquake risk level for each track

point.  Furthermore, by changing the governing parameters

(earthquake resistance performance of viaducts, running stability of

cars, operating speed, braking performance, earthquake measurement

specifications of the earthquake early detection system, warning limit

values, etc.)  for the generation probabilities of these assessment

phenomena and calculating, we can gain an understanding of the

tradeoff between the transport impact costs of warnings and the

amount risks can be reduced.

In order to efficiently calculate the earthquake impact assessment for

the Shinkansen above and display the results in an easy-to-understand

manner, we configured the system as an application program that

uses a graphical user interface.  Figure 7 shows an example of the

display screen used for earthquake selection screen used for scenario

analysis.  The attributes of the earthquake models that make up

RiskLink (R) are displayed as a list.  By selecting an item in this list,

the hypocenter location and magnitude of the earthquake being

evaluated can be selected.

Figure 8 shows the risk analysis results screen.  The point location of

the selected track section range is shown in the horizontal axis, and

the expected frequency values for each risk phenomenon is shown as

line graphs.  This will allow comparison of the frequency by sections

and risk phenomena.

By using this system, the effects of various attribute parameters on

earthquake risks can be quantitatively understood.  As a result, the

effect of higher speeds and increased train density on earthquake

risks, the reinforcing of the earthquake-resistance of viaducts,

improving train braking performance, measures to reduce risks (such

as improving earthquake early detection systems) and the like can be

compared using a common numerical scale.  We hope that this

system will be utilized for basic information, such as extracting

important areas for improvement and selecting optimum measures, in

future Shinkansen earthquake risk management.
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Fig. 8: Risk Analysis Display Screen

Fig. 7: Earthquake Selection ScreenFig. 7: Earthquake Selection Screen
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The specifications of the version we developed at this time shall be

designated "Version 1," and we are considering further development

of the system.  In the next version, we hope to introduce a model that

reflects in greater detail the differences in seismicity, degree of ground

amplification and fragility of structural objects.  In addition, based on

the various knowledge gained from analyzing the derailment accident

of the Joetsu Shinkansen during the Niigata-Chuetsu earthquake, we

plan to expand the functions so that risk phenomena after a

derailment can be analyzed.
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